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1. INTRODUCTION
Mathematical programming in the complex space stemmed from Levin-
w xson's discussion of linear problems 13 . Several authors have been inter-
ested recently in the optimality conditions and the duality theorems for
complex nonlinear programming. For details, the readers are advised to
w xconsult 1]12, 21]23, 25]28 . Different models are studied. In particular,
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w xMond and Craven 22 considered nondifferentiable complex programming
w xproblems. In 25 , Parkash et al. discussed a class of nondifferentiable
convex fractional programming in the complex space. To relax convexity
assumptions imposed in theorems on sufficient optimality conditions and
w xduality, various generalized convexity notions have been proposed. In 28 ,
complex nonlinear programming involving generalized convex functions,
w xan extension of generalized convexity defined by Mond and Weir 24 , were
w xtreated by Weir and Mond. Smart and Mond 27 discussed recently the
optimality conditions and duality for complex nonlinear programming
problems with invex functions.
w xIn real-variable cases, Zalmai 29 established necessary and sufficient
optimality conditions and constructed several dual models for a class of
w xnonsmooth convex fractional variational problems. In 14]19 , Liu mainly
concentrated upon a class of nonsmooth multiobjective fractional pro-
 .gramming or nonsmooth generalized fractional programming involving
generalized convex functions.
w xIn this paper, we are motivated from Parkash et al. 25 to consider
complex nondifferentiable fractional programming, but involving general-
ized convex functions. Several dual models associated with appropriate
duality theorems are carefully studied in connection with Zalmai's work
for real variable variational problems. We shall give definitions and nota-
tions in Section 2 and then derive sufficient conditions under a particular
form of generalized convexity in Section 3. Utilizing the necessary and
sufficient conditions, we construct one parametric as well as two other
parametric-free dual models. All these related duality theorems are pre-
sented in Sections 4, 5, and 6.
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
n  n.  . m= nLet C or R denote an n-dimensional complex or real space, C
 m= n.  . n or R the collection of m = n complex or real matrices, R s x gq
n 4 nR : x G 0 for all i s 1, . . . , n the nonnegative orthant of R , and x G yi
represent x y y g R n for x, y g R n. For z g C n, let the real vectorsq
 .  .Re z and Im z denote real and imaginary parts of each component of z,
 .  .respectively, and write z s Re z y i Im z as the conjugate of z. Given a
m= nw x w xmatrix A s a g C , we use A s a to express its conjugatei j i j
H w xmatrix, and A s a to express its conjugate transpose. The innerji
n  : Hproduct of x, y g C is x, y s y x.
A nonempty subset S of C m is said to be a polyhedral cone if there is an
integer r and a matrix K g C r=m such that
S s z g C m : Re Kz G 0 . 4 .
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 .The dual also polar of S is
m  : 4S* s w g C : z g S « Re z , w G 0 .
It is clear that S s S** if S is a polyhedral cone.
m  .Let S be a polyhedral cone in C and s g S. Then S s is defined to0 0
be the intersection of those closed half spaces determining S which
include s in their boundaries, or equivalently, if S is specified by k g C r=m0
 .then S s is specified by a submatrix K or K, i.e.,0 1
S s s z g C m : Re K z G 0 . 4 .0 1
For a complex function f : C n = C n ¬ C analytic in the 2n variables
n n .  .w , w at the point z , z g C = C , define the gradients by1 2 0 0
­ f
= f z , z s z , z , i s 1, . . . , n; .  .z 0 0 0 0­ w .1 i
­ f
= f z , z s z , z , i s 1, . . . , n; .  .z 0 0 0 0­ w .2 i
z= f z , z . 0z 0 0 z
= f z , z s , where z s and z s . .z 0 0 0 /z  / / z= f z , z . 0z 0 0
Similarly, for a function h: C n = C n ¬ C m analytic in the 2n variables
n n .  .w , w at the point z , z g C = C , define the gradients by1 2 0 0
­ hi
= h z , z s z , z , i s 1, . . . , m , j s 1, . . . , n; .  .z 0 0 0 0­ w . j1
­ hi
= h z , z s z , z , i s 1, . . . , m , j s 1, . . . , n; .  .z 0 0 0 0­ w . j2
= h z , z .z 0 0
= h z , z s . .z 0 0  /= h z , z .z 0 0
Then we have
H m= y h z , z s = h z , z y for y g C . .  .z 0 0 z 0 0
In this paper, we will consider the following complex fractional program-
ming:
1r2HRe f z, z q z Dz .  .Re F z, z .
 .Minimize s P1r2HRe G z, z . Re g z, z y z Bz .  .
 .  .subject to h z, z g S, 1
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where f , g : C n = C n ¬ C and h: C n = C n ¬ C m are analytic functions,
D, B g C n=n are positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices, S is a polyhe-
m w  .x w  .xdral cone in C , and we assume Re F z, z G 0, Re G z, z ) 0 for all
 .  .  .  .z, z being feasible for P . Let z , z be feasible for P . Associated with0 0
 .P , the following nonfractional equivalent parametric problem is
Minimize Re F z , z y l Re G z , z .  . P .l
subject to h z , z g S. .
We immediately have the following lemma whose simple proof is omitted.
w  .x w  .x  .LEMMA 2.1. Let p s Re F z , z rRe G z , z . z , z is an opti-0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .mal solution of P if and only if z , z is an optimal solution of P .0 0 p0
w xThe following definitions can also be found in 1, 11, 21]22, 28 .
DEFINITION 2.1. The real part of f is said to be convex with respect to
R if, for all z , z g C n,q 1 2
TRe f z , z y f z , z y z y z = f z , z . .  .  .2 2 1 1 2 1 z 1 1
Hy z y z = f z , z G 0. .  .2 1 z 1 1
The function yh is said to be convex with respect to the polyhedral cone S
if, for all u g S and all z , z g C n,1 2
Re u , yh z , z q h z , z q = h z , z z y z  . .  .  .2 2 1 1 z 1 1 2 1
q= h z , z z y z G 0.: . .z 1 1 2 1
In the above definition, if the strict inequality signs hold, the real parts of
f and yh are called strict convex with respect to R and the polyhedralq
cone S, accordingly.
DEFINITION 2.2. The real part of f is said to be pseudoconvex with
respect to R ifq
T HRe z y z = f z , z q z y z = f z , z G 0 .  . .  .2 1 z 1 1 2 1 z 1 1
implies that
nRe f z , z y f z , z G 0 for all z , z g C . .  .2 2 1 1 1 2
The function yh is said to be quasiconvex with respect to the polyhedral
cone S if
Re u , yh z , z q h z , z F 0 : .  .2 2 1 1
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implies that
Re u , = h z , z z y z q = h z , z z y z G 0 : .  . .  .z 1 1 2 1 z 1 1 2 1
for all u g S and all z , z g C n.1 2
DEFINITION 2.3. The real part of f is said to be strictly pseudoconvex
 .at z , z with respect to R if0 0 q
T HRe z y z = f z , z q z y z = f z , z G 0 .  . .  .0 z 0 0 0 z 0 0
implies that
nRe f z , z y f z , z ) 0 for all z g C , z / z . .  .0 0 0
3. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS
 .In this section, we derive sufficient conditions for optimality of P under
the assumption of a particular form of generalized convexity.
w  .x w  .xFor simplicity, let us denote p s Re F z , z rRe G z , z and refer0 0 0 0 0
w xthe readers to 25 for a complete description of Z in the following0
theorem.
w x mTHEOREM 3.1 25 . Let S ; C be a polyhedral cone and let f , g :
C2 n ¬ C m be analytic in a neighbourhood of a feasible point z . If the0
corresponding Z is empty, then necessary conditions for z to be a local0 0
 . m nminimum of the problem P are that there exist y g C , and w , ¨ g C0 0 0
such that
= h z , z y q = h z , z y .  .z 0 0 0 z 0 0 0
s = f z , z q = f z , z q Dw .  .z 0 0 z 0 0 0
y p = g z , z q = g z , z y B¨ ; 2 . .  . .0 z 0 0 z 0 0 0
1r2 1r2H HRe f z , z q z Dz y p g z , z q z Bz s 0; 3 . .  . .  .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Re y , h z , z s 0; 4 :  . .0 0 0
¡ H Hw Dw F 1, ¨ B¨ F 1,0 0 0 0
1r2H H~ z Dz s Re z Dw , 5 . .  .0 0 0 0
1r2H H¢ z Bz s Re z B¨ ; .  .0 0 0 0
*y g S h z , z ; S*. 6 . . .0 0 0
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w xWe shall need the following Schwarz inequality 20 :
1r2 1r2H H HRe z Aw F z Az w Aw . .  .  .
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a positi¨ e semidefinite Hermitian matrix and
w HAw F 1. Then
1r2H HRe z Az G Re z Aw . .  .
Proof. With the Schwarz inequality, we obtain
1r2 1r2H H H HRe z Az s Re z Az q z Aw y z Aw .  .
1r2 1r2 1r2H H H HG Re z Az q z Aw y z Az w Aw .  .  .
1r2 1r2H H Hs Re z Az 1 y w Aw q z Aw .  . /
HG Re z Aw . .
 .  .THEOREM 3.2 Sufficient Conditions . Let z , y , w , ¨ satisfy condi-0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .tions 2 ] 6 , z , z be feasible for P , and0 0
H Hf ?, ? q ? Dw y p g ?, ? y ? B¨ .  .  .  . .0 0 0
be analytic and ha¨e pseudocon¨ ex real part with respect to R and yh beq
analytic and quasicon¨ ex with respect to a polyhedral cone S ; C m. Then
 .  .z , z is optimal for P .0 0
 .  .Proof. Suppose that z , z is not an optimal solution of P . Then, by0 0
 .  .Lemma 2.1, z , z is not an optimal solution of P . Thus, there exists a0 0 p0
 .  .feasible point z, z for P such that
Re F z , z y p G z , z ) Re F z , z y p G z , z . 7 .  .  . .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .With Lemma 3.1, 5 , and 7 we have
H HRe f z , z q z Dw y p g z , z y z B¨ .  . .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1r2 1r2H Hs Re f z , z q z Dz y p g z , z y z Bz .  . .  . /0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1r2 1r2H H) Re f z , z q z Dz y p g z , z y z Bz .  .  .  . /0
H HG Re f z , z q z Dw y p g z , z y z B¨ . .  . .0 0 0
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H H .  .   .  . .Using the pseudoconvexity of f ?, ? q ? Dw y p g ?, ? y ? B¨ ,0 0 0
we have
Re z y z , = f z , z q = f z , z q Dw  .  .0 z 0 0 z 0 0 0
yp = g z , z q = g z , z y B¨ - 0 . 8 .; .  . .0 z 0 0 z 0 0 0
 .  .Consequently, 2 and 8 yield
Re z y z , = h z , z y q = h z , z y - 0. 9 :  . .  .0 z 0 0 0 z 0 0 0
Thus, we have
T HRe y , z y z = h z , z q z y z = h z , z - 0. 10 .  .  . : .  .0 0 z 0 0 0 z 0 0
 .  .  .  .Since z, z is a feasible solution of P , it follows from 4 and 6 that
Re y , h z , z G 0 s Re y , h z , z . 11 :  : .  . .0 0 0 0
 .Using the quasiconvexity of yh, we get from 11
T HRe y , z y z = h z , z q z y z = h z , z G 0, .  . : .  .0 0 z 0 0 0 z 0 0
 .which contradicts 9 . Thus, the proof is complete.
4. DUALITY MODEL I
Making use of the optimality conditions of the preceding section, we
 .shall next show that the following is a dual problem for P :
Maximize p DI .
subject to = h u , u y q = h u , u y .  .z z
s = f u , u q = f u , u q Dw .  .z z
yp = g u , u q = g u , u y B¨ ; 12 .  .  . .z z
H HRe f u , u q u Dw y p g u , u q u B¨ G 0; 13 .  .  . .
 :Re y , h u , u F 0; 14 .  .
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¡ H Hw Dw F 1, ¨ B¨ F 1,
1r2H H~ u Du s Re u Dw , .  . 15 .
1r2¢ H Hu Du s Re u B¨ ; .  .
y g S*, p G 0. 16 .
H .  .  .   .THEOREM 4.1 Weak Duality . Let f ?, ? q ? Dw y p g ?, ? y
 .H .? B¨ be analytic and ha¨e pseudocon¨ ex real part with respect to R andq
yh be analytic and quasicon¨ ex with respect to a polyhedral cone S ; C m.
 .  .  .Let z and u, p, y, ¨ , w be arbitrary feasible solutions of P and DI ,
respecti¨ ely. Then
1r2HRe f z , z q z Dz .  .
G p.1r2HRe g z , z y z Bz .  .
Proof. Suppose
1r2HRe f z , z q z Dz .  .
- p.1r2HRe g z , z y z Bz .  .
Then, we have
1r2 1r2H HRe f z , z q z Dz y p g z , z y z Bz - 0. 17 .  .  .  .  . /
 .  .Combining with Lemma 3.1, 15 , and 13 , we have
H HRe f z , z q z Dw y p g z , z y z B¨ .  . .
1r2 1r2H HF Re f z , z q z Dz y p g z , z y z Bz .  .  .  . /
- 0
H HF Re f u , u q u Dw y p g u , u y u B¨ . .  . .
H H .  .   .  . .Using the pseudoconvexity of f ?, ? q ? Dw y p g ?, ? y ? B¨ , we
have
Re z y u , = f u , u q = f u , u q Dw  .  .z z
yp = g u , u q = g u , u y B¨ - 0. 18: .  .  . .z z
 .  .Consequently, 12 and 18 yield
Re z y u , = h u , u y q = h u , u y - 0. : .  .z z
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Thus, we have
T HRe y , z y u = h u , u q z y u = h u , u - 0. 19 .  .  .  .  . :z z
 .  .  .Since z is a feasible solution of P , we use 14 and 16 to get
 :  :Re y , h z , z G 0 G Re y , h u , u . 20 .  .  .
 .Using 20 and the quasiconvexity of yh, we obtain
T HRe y , z y u = h u , u q z y u = h u , u G 0, .  .  .  . :z z
 .which contradicts 19 , and the proof is complete.
 .  .THEOREM 4.2 Strong Duality . Let z be an optimal solution of P and0
the corresponding set Z is empty. Then there exist p g R , y g C m, w0 0 q 0 0
n  .  .and ¨ g C such that z , p , y , ¨ , w is an optimal solution of DI and0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .the objecti¨ e function ¨alues of P and DI are equal, that is,
1r2HRe f z , z q z Dz .  .0 0 0 0
s p .01r2HRe g z , z y z Bz .  .0 0 0 0
w  .x w  .xProof. By Theorem 3.1, there exist p s Re F z , z rRe G z , z0 0 0 0 0
g R , y , ¨ , and w satisfying the requirements specified in the theorem,q 0 0 0
 .  .such that z , p , y , ¨ , w is a feasible solution of DI . Since p s0 0 0 0 0 0
w  .x w  .x  .Re F z , z rRe G z , z , optimality of this feasible solution for DI0 0 0 0
follows from Theorem 4.1.
 .  .THEOREM 4.3 Strict Converse Duality . Let z and z , p , y , ¨ , w beÃ 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .optimal solutions of P and DI , respecti¨ ely, and assume that the corre-
H .  .sponding set Z is empty. Furthermore, assume that f ?, ? q ? Dw y0 0
H  .  . .p g ?, ? y ? B¨ is analytic and ha¨e strictly pseudocon¨ ex real part and0 0
yh is analytic and quasicon¨ ex with respect to a polyhedral cone S ; C m.
 . w  .xThen z s z , that is, z is an optimal solution of P and Re F z, z rÃ Ã Ã0 0
w  .xRe G z, z s p .Ã Ã 0
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that z / z . From Theorem 4.2 weÃ 0
know that there exist p g R , y g C m, w and ¨ g C n such thatÃ Ã Ã Ãq
 .  . w  .xz, p, y, ¨ , w, is an optimal solution of DI and p s Re F z, z rÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
w  .x  .  .Re G z, z . As z is feasible for P and z , p , y , ¨ , w is feasible forÃ Ã Ã 0 0 0 0 0
 .DI ,
Re y , h z , z G 0 G Re y , h z , z . 21 :  : .  .Ã Ã  .0 0 0 0
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 .Using the quasiconvexity of yh, we get from 21
T HRe y , z y z = h z , z q z y z = h z , z G 0. 22 . .  . ;Ã Ã .  .0 0 z 0 0 0 z 0 0
 .  .Consequently, 12 and 22 imply that
Re z y z , = f z , z q = f z , z q DwÃ  .  .0 z 0 0 z 0 0 0
yp = g z , z q = g z , z y B¨ G 0. 23 .; .  . .0 z 0 0 z 0 0 0
H .  .   .Using the strictly pseudoconvexity of f ?, ? q ? Dw y p g ?, ? y0 0
 .H .  .? B¨ , we get from 230
H HRe f z , z q z Dw y p g z , z y z B¨ .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .0 0 0
H H) Re f z , z q z Dw y p g z , z y z B¨ . .  . .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .Combining with Lemma 3.1, 13 , and 15 , we have
1r2 1r2H HRe f z , z q z Dz y p g z , z y z Bz ) 0. .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã /0
Thus, we have
Re F z , z .Ã Ã
) p ,0Re G z , z .Ã Ã
w  .x w  .xin contradiction to the fact that Re F z, z rRe G z, z s p s p . There-Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã 0
w  .x w  .xfore, we conclude that z s z , and Re F z, z rRe G z, z s p .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã0 0
5. DUALITY MODEL II
 .To discuss the duality for P , we first state parameter-free versions of
Theorem 3.1. This is done by replacing the parameter p with0
w  .x w  .xRe F z , z rRe G z , z and redefining the multiplier functions asso-0 0 0 0
ciated with the inequality constraints. As a result of this substitution,
Theorem 3.1 can be reformulated as follows.
THEOREM 5.1. Let S ; C m be a polyhedral cone and let f , g : C2 n ¬ C m
be analytic in a neighbourhood of a feasible point z . If the corresponding Z0 0
is empty, then necessary conditions for z to be a local minimum of the0
 . m n  .  .problem P are that there exist y g C , and w , ¨ g C such that 4 ] 6 ,0 0 0
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and the following relations hold
w z = h z , z y q = h z , z y .  .  .0 z 0 0 0 z 0 0 0
s w z = f z , z q = f z , z q Dw .  .  .0 z 0 0 z 0 0 0
y c z = g z , z q = g z , z y B¨ ; 24 .  . .  .0 z 0 0 z 0 0 0
1r2HRe w z f z , z q z Dz .  .  .0 0 0 0 0
1r2Hqc z g z , z q z Bz s 0, 25 .  . .  .0 0 0 0 0
H 1r2 . w  .x w  .  . x  .where w z s Re G z, z s Re g z, z y z Bz , and c z s
H 1r2w  .x w  .  . xRe F z, z s Re f z, z q z Dz .
We shall make use of Theorem 5.1 to demonstrate that the following
 .parameter-free problems are dual problems for P :
1r2HRe f u , u q u Du .  .
Maximize DII .1r2HRe g u , u y u Bu .  .
subject to w u = h u , u y q = h u , u y .  .  .z z
s w u = f u , u q = f u , u q Dw .  .  .z z
yc u = g u , u q = g u , u y B¨ ; 26 .  .  .  .z z
H HRe w u f u , u q u Dw y c u g u , u q u B¨ G 0; 27 .  .  .  .  . .
 :Re y , h u , u F 0; 28 .  .
¡ H Hw Dw F 1, ¨ B¨ F 1,
1r2H H~ u Du s Re u Dw , .  . 29 .
1r2¢ H Hu Bu s Re u B¨ ; .  .
y g S*. 30 .
where w and c are as defined in Theorem 5.1;
1r2HRe f u , u q u Du .  .
Maximize 1r2 ÄDII .HRe g u , u y u Bu .  .
subject to 26 , 28 , 29 , and 30 . .  .  .  .
 .Throughout this section and the next, it will be assumed that c u G 0 and
 .  .w u ) 0 for all u such that u, y, ¨ , w is a feasible solution of the dual
problem under consideration.
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We shall now proceed to state and prove weak, strong, and strict
Ä .  .  .  .converse duality theorems for P ] DII , and P ] DII .
 .  .THEOREM 5.2 Weak Duality . Let z and u, y, ¨ , w be arbitrary feasible
Ä .  .solutions of P and DII , respecti¨ ely. If either one of the following two
conditions holds
H H .  .  .  .  .a f ?, ? q ? Dw and yg ?, ? q ? B¨ are analytic and con¨ex
with respect to R and yh is analytic and con¨ex with respect to a polyhedralq
cone S ; C m,
 .b f and yg are analytic and con¨ex with respect to R and yh isq
analytic and con¨ex with respect to a polyhedral cone S ; C m,
then
1r2 1r2H HRe f z , z q z Dz Re f u , u q u Du .  .  .  .
G .1r2 1r2H HRe g z , z y z Bz Re g u , u y u Bu .  .  .  .
 .Proof. If hypothesis a holds,
w u c z y c u w z .  .  .  .
1r2 1r2H Hs w u Re f z , z q z Dz y Re f u , u q u Du .  .  .  .  . 5
1r2Hy c u Re g z , z y z Bz .  .  .
1r2HyRe g u , u y u Bu .  . 5
H HG w u Re f z , z q z Dw y f u , u y u Dw .  .  . 4
H Hy c u Re g z , z y z B¨ y g u , u q u B¨ .  .  . 4
by the nonnegativity of w u and c u , 29 , and Lemma 3.1 .  .  . .
G Re z y u , w u = f u , u q = f u , u q Dw  .  .  .z z
yc u = g u , u q = g u , u y B¨ by the convexity of: .  .  . z z
H Hf ?, ? q ? Dw , yg ?, ? q ? B¨ , and nonnegativity of .  .  .  .
w u and c u .  . .
s Re z y u , w u = h u , u y q = h u , u y by 26 : .  .  .  . .z z
T Hs w u Re y , z y u = h u , u q z y u = h u , u .  .  .  .  . :z z
 :G w u Re y , h z , z y h u , u by the convexity of yh .  .  .  .
G 0 since 30 , 1 , and 28 . .  .  . .
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Thus, we have
1r2 1r2H HRe f z , z q z Dz Re f u , u q u Du .  .  .  .
G .1r2 1r2H HRe g z , z y z Bz Re g u , u y u Bu .  .  .  .
 .The proof of the theorem under the hypotheses b can be carried out
along similar lines. Hence the proof is complete.
 .  .THEOREM 5.3 Strong Duality . Let z be an optimal solution of P and0
the corresponding set Z is empty. Then there exist y g C m, w and ¨ g C n0 0 0 0
Ä .  .such that z , y , ¨ , w is an optimal solution of DII .0 0 0 0
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, there exist y g C m, w and ¨ g C n such that0 0 0
Ä .  .  .  .z , y , ¨ , w is a feasible solution of DII . Since P and DII have the0 0 0 0
Ä .same objective function, optimality of this feasible solution for DII
follows from Theorem 5.1.
 .  .THEOREM 5.4 Strict Converse Duality . Let z and z , y , ¨ , w beÃ 0 0 0 0
Ä .  .optimal solutions of P and DII , respecti¨ ely, and assume that the corre-
H .  .  .sponding set Z is empty. Furthermore, if f ?, ? q ? Dw , yg ?, ? q0 0
 .H? B¨ , and yh are all analytic and con¨ex with respect to cones R , and0 q
m H .  .  .S ; C , correspondingly; and either one of f ?, ? q ? Dw , yg ?, ? q0
 .H  .? B¨ , yh is strictly con¨ex, and c z ) 0, then z s z , that is, z is anÃ0 0 0 0
 .optimal solution of P .
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that z / z . From Theorem 4.2 weÃ 0
m n  .know that there exist y g C , w and ¨ g C such that z, y, ¨ , w, is anÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
Ä .  .  .  .  .optimal solution of DII and c z rw z s c z rw z . Now followingÃ Ã 0 0
the sequence of steps taken in the proof of Theorem 5.2 with z replaced
 .  ..by z and u, y, ¨ , w by z , y , ¨ , w , we obtain the strict inequalityÃ 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .  .  .c z rw z ) c z rw z , in contradiction to the fact that c z rw z sÃ Ã Ã Ã0 0
 .  .c z rw z . Therefore, we conclude that z s z .Ã0 0 0
 .  .THEOREM 5.5 Weak Duality . Let z and u, y, ¨ , w, be arbitrary feasi-
H .  .  .w  .  . xble solutions of P and DII , respecti¨ ely, and w u f ?, ? q ? Dw y
H .w  .  . xc u g ?, ? y ? B¨ be analytic and ha¨e pseudocon¨ ex real part with
respect to R and yh be analytic and quasicon¨ ex with respect to aq
polyhedral cone S ; C m. Then
1r2 1r2H HRe f z , z q z Dz Re f u , u q u Du .  .  .  .
G .1r2 1r2H HRe g z , z y z Bz Re g u , u y u Bu .  .  .  .
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Proof. Suppose
1r2HRe f z , z q z Dz .  . c u .
- .1r2H w u .Re g z , z y z Bz .  .
Then, we have
1r2 1r2H Hw u Re f z , z q z Dz - c u Re g z , z y z Bz . 31 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .With 29 , Lemma 3.1, and 31 , we have
H Hw u Re f z , z q z Dw - c u Re g z , z y z B¨ . 32 .  .  .  .  .
 .Thus, we get from 27
H Hw u Re f z , z q z Dw y c u Re g z , z y z B¨ .  .  .  .
- 0
H HF w u Re f u , u q u Dw y c u Re g u , u y u B¨ . 33 .  .  .  .  .
H .  .  .  .  .Using the pseudoconvexity of w u f ?, ? q ? Dw y c u g ?, ? y
 .H .? B¨ , we have
Re z y u , w u = f u , u q = f u , u q Dw  .  .  .z z
yc u = g u , u q = g u , u y B¨ - 0. 34: .  .  .  .z z
 .  .Consequently, 26 and 34 yield
Re z y u , w u = h u , u y q = h u , u y - 0. : .  .  .z z
Thus, we have
T HRe y , z y u w u = h u , u q z y u = h u , u - 0. 35 .  .  .  .  .  . ;z z
 .  .  .As z is a feasible solution of P , 30 , and 28 , we obtain
 :  :Re y , h z , z G 0 G Re y , h u , u . 36 .  .  .
 .Using the quasiconvexity of yh, we get from 36
T HRe y , z y u = h u , u q z y u = h u , u G 0. .  .  .  . :z z
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Thus, we have
T HRe y , z y u w u = h u , u q z y u = h u , u G 0, .  .  .  .  . ;z z
 .which contradicts 35 . Thus, the proof is complete.
 .  .THEOREM 5.6 Strong Duality . Let z be an optimal solution of P and0
the corresponding set Z is empty. Then there exist y g C m, w and ¨ g C n0 0 0 0
 .  .such that z , y , ¨ , w is an optimal solution of DII .0 0 0 0
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, there exist y g C m, w and ¨ g C n such that0 0 0
 .  .  .  .z , y , ¨ , w is a feasible solution of DII . Since P and DII have the0 0 0 0
 .same objective function, optimality of this feasible solution for DII
follows from Theorem 5.1.
 .  .THEOREM 5.7 Strict Converse Duality . Let z and z , y , ¨ , w beÃ 0 0 0 0
 .  .optimal solutions of P and DII , respecti¨ ely, and assume that the cor-
 .w  .responding set Z is empty. Furthermore, assume that w u f ?, ? q0
H H . x  .w  .  . x? Dw y c u g ?, ? y ? B¨ is analytic and has strictly pseudocon¨ ex0 0
real part and yh is analytic and quasicon¨ ex with respect to a polyhedral
m  .cone S ; C . Then z s z , that is, z is an optimal solution of P .Ã 0 0
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3.
6. DUALITY MODEL III
 .In this section we shall show that the following variants of DIII and
Ä .  .DIII are also dual problems for P :
1r2H  :Re f u, u q u Du y y, h u, u .  .  .
 .Maximize DIII1r2HRe g u, u y u Bu .  .
 .  .  .subject to 28 , 29 , 30 , and
 .w  . xw u = h u, u y q = h u, u y .z z
 .w  . xs w u = f u, u q = f u, u q Dw .z z
w  .  .xw  . x  .y c u y V u, y = g u, u q = g u, u y B¨ ; 37 .z z
HRe w u f u , u q u Dw y c u y V u , y .  .  .  .
H= g u , u q u B¨ G 0; 38 .  . .
 .where w and c are as defined in Theorem 5.1 and V u, y s
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  .:Re y, h u, u ;
1r2H  :Re f u , u q u Du y y , h u , u .  .  .
Maximize 1r2 ÄDIII .HRe g u , u y u Bu .  .
subject to 28 , 29 , 30 , and 37 . .  .  .  .
Ä .  .  .  .Now proceeding as in the cases of P ] DII and P ] DII , one can prove
Ä .  .weak, strong, and strict converse duality theorems for P ] DIII and
 .  .P ] DIII . We shall give a proof only for the weak duality theorem since it
appears to be sufficiently different to warrant a detailed presentation. The
proofs of the other theorems are similar to those of Theorems 5.3, 5.4, 5.6,
and 5.7 and hence will be omitted.
 .  .THEOREM 6.1 Weak Duality . Let z and u, y, ¨ , w be arbitrary feasible
Ä .  .solutions of P and DIII , respecti¨ ely. If either one of the following two
conditions holds
 .a f and yg are analytic and con¨ex with respect to R and yh isq
analytic and con¨ex with respect to a polyhedral cone S ; C m,
H H .  .  .  .  .b f ?, ? q ? Dw and yg ?, ? q ? B¨ are analytic and con¨ex
with respect to R and yh is analytic and con¨ex with respect to a polyhedralq
cone S ; C m, then
1r2 1r2H H  :Re f z , z q z Dz Re f u , u q u Du y y , h u , u .  .  .  .  .
G .1r2 1r2H HRe g z , z y z Bz Re g u , u y u Bu .  .  .  .
 .Proof. If hypothesis a holds,
w u c z y c u y V u , y w z .  .  .  .  .
s w u c z y c u y c u y V u , y w z y w u .  .  .  .  .  .  .
q V u , y w u . 39 .  .  .
 .Using the convexity of f , 29 , and Lemma 3.1, we have
c z y c u .  .
1r2 1r2H Hs Re f z , z q z Dz y f u , u y u Du .  .  .  .
H HG Re f z , z q z Dw y f u , u y u Dw .  .
G Re z y u , = f u , u q = f u , u q Dw . 40 : .  .  .z z
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 .Using the convexity of yg, 29 , and Lemma 3.1, we have
y w z y w u .  .
1r2 1r2H Hs yRe g z , z y z Bz y g u , u q u Bu .  .  .  .
H HG yRe g z , z y z B¨ y g u , u q u B¨ .  .
G Re z y u , y = g u , u q = g u , u y B¨ . 41 : .  .  .z z
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .From 39 ] 41 , 28 ] 30 , 37 , and nonnegativity of w u and c u , and
the convexity of yh, we have
w u c z y c u y V u , y w z .  .  .  .  .
G Re z y u , w u = f u , u q = f u , u q Dw  .  .  .z z
y c u y V u , y = g u , u q = g u , u y B¨ : .  .  .  .z z
qV u , y w u .  .
s Re z y u , w u = h u , u y q = h u , u y q V u , y w u : .  .  .  .  .z z
T Hs w u Re y , z y u = h u , u q z y u = h u , u .  .  .  .  . :z z
q V u , y w u .  .
 :G w u Re y , h z , z .  .
G 0.
Thus, we have
1r2HRe f z , z q z Dz .  .
1r2HRe g z , z y z Bz .  .
1r2H  :Re f u , u q u Du y y , h u , u .  .  .
G .1r2HRe g u , u y u Bu .  .
 .The proof of the theorem under the hypotheses b can be carried out
along similar lines. Hence the proof is complete.
 .  .THEOREM 6.2 Strong Duality . Let z be an optimal solution of P and0
the corresponding set Z is empty. Then there exist y g C m, w and ¨ g C n0 0 0 0
Ä .  .such that z , y , ¨ , w is an optimal solution of DIII .0 0 0 0
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 .  .THEOREM 6.3 Strict Converse Duality . Let z and z , y , ¨ , w beÃ 0 0 0 0
Ä .  .optimal solutions of P and DIII , respecti¨ ely, and assume that the
H .  .  .corresponding set Z is empty. Furthermore, if f ?, ? q ? Dw , yg ?, ? q0 0
 .H? B¨ , and yh are all analytic and con¨ex with respect to cones R , and0 q
m H .  .  .S ; C , correspondingly; and either one of f ?, ? q ? Dw , yg ?, ? q0
 .H  .? B¨ , yh is strictly con¨ex, and c z ) 0, then z s z , that is, z is anÃ0 0 0 0
 .optimal solution of P .
 .  .THEOREM 6.4 Weak Duality . Let z and u, y, ¨ , w, be arbitrary feasi-
H .  .  .w  .  . xble solutions of P and DIII , respecti¨ ely, and w u f ?, ? q ? Dw y
Hw  .  .xw  .  . xc u y V u, y g ?, ? y ? B¨ be analytic and ha¨e pseudocon¨ ex real
part with respect to R and yh be analytic and quasicon¨ ex with respect to aq
polyhedral cone S ; C m. Then
1r2HRe f z , z q z Dz .  .
1r2HRe g z , z y z Bz .  .
1r2H  :Re f u , u q u Du y y , h u , u .  .  .
G .1r2HRe g u , u y u Bu .  .
Proof. Suppose
c z c u y V u , y .  .  .
- .
w u w u .  .
Then, we have
1r2Hw u Re f z , z q z Dz .  .  .
1r2H- c u y V u , y Re g z , z y z Bz . 42 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .With 29 , Lemma 3.1, and 42 , we have
H Hw u Re f z , z q z Dw - c u y V u , y Re g z , z y z B¨ . .  .  .  .  .
43 .
 .  .Thus, we get from 38 and 43
H Hw u Re f z , z q z Dw y c u y V u , y Re g z , z y z B¨ .  .  .  .  .
- 0
HF w u Re f u , u q u Dw .  .
Hy c u y V u , y Re g u , u y u B¨ . 44 .  .  .  .
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H .  .  . w  .  .xUsing the pseudoconvexity of w u f ?, ? q ? Dw y c u y V u, y
H  .  . .= g ?, ? y ? B¨ , we have
Re z y u , w u = f u , u q = f u , u q Dw  .  .  .z z
y c u y V u , y = g u , u q = g u , u y B¨ - 0. 45: .  .  .  .  .z z
 .  .Consequently, 37 and 45 yield
Re z y u , w u = h u , u y q = h u , u y - 0. : .  .  .z z
Thus, we have
T HRe y , z y u w u = h u , u q z y u = h u , u - 0. 46 .  .  .  .  .  . ;z z
 .  .  .As z is feasible solution of P , 30 , and 28 , we obtain
 :  :Re y , h z , z G 0 G Re y , h u , u . 47 .  .  .
 .Using the quasiconvexity of yh, we get from 36
T HRe y , z y u = h u , u q z y u = h u , u G 0. .  .  .  . :z z
Thus, we have
T HRe y , z y u w u = h u , u q z y u = h u , u G 0, .  .  .  .  . ;z z
 .which contradicts 46 . Thus, the proof is complete.
 .  .THEOREM 6.5 Strong Duality . Let z be an optimal solution of P and0
the corresponding set Z is empty. Then there exist y g C m, w and ¨ g C n0 0 0 0
 .  .such that z , y , ¨ , w is an optimal solution of DIII .0 0 0 0
 .  .THEOREM 6.6 Strict Converse Duality . Let z and z , y , ¨ , w beÃ 0 0 0 0
 .  .optimal solutions of P and DIII , respecti¨ ely, and assume that the
 .w  .corresponding set Z is empty. Furthermore, assume that w u f ?, ? q0
H H . x w  .  .xw  .  . x? Dw y c u y V u, y g ?, ? y ? B¨ is analytic and has strictly0 0
pseudocon¨ ex real part and yh is analytic and quasicon¨ ex with respect to a
polyhedral cone S ; C m. Then z s z , that is, z is an optimal solution ofÃ 0 0
 .P .
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Some of the results developed in this paper can be generalized to the
following two related classes of complex nonlinear programming:
1r2HRe f z , z q z D z .  .i i
Minimize max 1r2H1FiFr P1 .Re g z , z y z B z .  .i i
subject to h z , z g S, .
1r2HRe f z , z q z D z .  .1 1
Minimize , . . . ,1r2H Re g z , z y z B z .  .1 1
1r2 P2H  .Re f z , z q z D z .  .r r
1r2H 0Re g z , z y z B z .  .r r
subject to h z , z g S. .
 .Real-variable counterparts of P1 are known as generalized fractional
programming problems and have been immensely interesting in the past few
years. However, it appears that so far neither generalized fractional
 .programming problems like P1 nor multiobjecti¨ e fractional programming
 .problems like P2 have received any attention in the related literature.
 .  .Some optimality and duality of P1 and P2 may be further explored in
subsequent papers.
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